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Visit the now 136 m2 model railway layout in Meiringen.  
From 13 March to 30 November 2023, every Sunday from 2.15 pm - 5 pm.  
Additionally, from 01 June to 30 September 2023, every Tuesday from 6. 30 pm - 9 pm. 
And from 01 June to 31 October 2023, every Thursday from 6. 30 pm - 9 pm. Price per 
adult CHF 10.00, child CHF 5.00, family CHF 30.00. Special opening hours are also 
available for groups. For further information and reservations, please call +41 79 311 21 
16 or visit www.modellbahn-meiringen.ch. 
 

The world's only replica of the living room of master detective Sherlock Holmes. At the 

entrance, you can grab one of 15 listeners and be guided through the museum with 

explanations in your preferred language. The explanations last around 30 minutes. Open 

every weekend from 01.30 pm - 05.00 pm until 30 April 2022. From 01 May 2022, the 

museum will be open daily from 01.30 pm - 06.00 pm. During Easter (14 - 24 April 2022) 

the museum will be open daily between 01. 30 pm - 05.00 pm. On both Thursdays, 14 

April 2022 and 21 April 2022, from 01. 30 pm - 08.00 pm. Adults CHF 5.00, children (6-16 

years) CHF 3.00. With the Tourist Card Haslital you get a 50% discount. For more 

information, please visit www.sherlockholmes.ch. 
 

Resti Castle was built in the Haslital in 1250. The castle served to protect the traffic routes 

in the valley and the Grimsel, Joch and Susten passes. The ruins were restored in 2004 

with information boards, a steel staircase and a square surrounding the castle. The walk 

from Meiringen railway station to Resti Castle takes about 30 minutes. Brochures are 

available at the Tourist Centres. 
 

Free the dragon! Hunted by the 6th century monk, St. Beatus, legend has it that this 

mystical creature once lived in this unique setting - In the St. Beatus Caves on Lake Thun. 

Explore the inside of the mountain for about 1 km on a well-maintained and illuminated 

path. For more information, call +41 33 841 16 43 or www.beatushoehlen.swiss. 
 

 
  



The Aare Gorge is a 1400 m long and 200 m deep natural wonder. The impressive gorge 

can be hiked through effortlessly and safely in around 45 minutes via footbridges and 

tunnels. The Aare Gorge restaurant invites you to eat and drink. A large children's 

playground completes the offer. On the central railway line  

Meiringen - Innertkirchen takes you directly to the entrance of the gorge.  

Daily 8.30 a.m. - 5.30 p.m., adults CHF 10.00, children CHF 6.50. For more information, 

visit www.aareschlucht.ch. 
 

A leisurely round trip to Interlaken, an excursion by boat to Iseltwald or the steamboat as a 

means of getting to the Giessbach Falls. No matter which option you choose, a breath of 

sea air never hurt anyone. You will enjoy it! Brochures of the Lake Thun and Lake Brienz 

Navigation Companies are available at the Tourist Centres.  

Further information is available at www.bls.ch/schiff 
 

The Giessbach Falls belong to the most beautiful waterfalls in Switzerland. The water 
masses plunge over 14 rock steps about 400m down into Lake Brienz and offer a unique 
natural spectacle. The oldest funicular in Europe leads from the boat station directly to the 
Grandhotel Giessbach, historically built in 1873–1874, and to the imposing Giessbach 
Falls. 
For further information please visit www.giessbach.ch or call +41 33 952 25 25. 
 

At Ballenberg, Switzerland is as it once was. More than 100 original, centuries-old 
buildings from all parts of Switzerland, 250 native farm animals, original gardens and 
fields, as well as demonstrations of traditional handicrafts turn the past into an experience.  
Daily from 10.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m. Adults CHF 28.00, children CHF 14.00, family admission 
CHF 63.00.  
For more information, visit www.ballenberg.ch 
 
 

 

 

 

  



It stamps and steams, it squeals and smokes: The only Swiss cogwheel railway with daily 

steam operation has been thrilling visitors since 1892. Climb aboard, the Brienz Rothorn 

Railway will take you up to the heights too. On a clear day, the Rothorn opens up a view of 

an incredible 693 mountain peaks. Adults CHF 62.00 / return 96.00, children (6-15 years) 

CHF 5.00 / return CHF 10.00. ½ - Price applies to the following season tickets: Half-Fare 

Card, GA General Abonnement, Swiss (Travel) Pass or Interlaken-Oberhasli District 

Residents' Card. Children with a Junior Card travel free of charge. 

For further information, please visit www.brienz-rothorn-bahn.ch 
 

From the Susten Pass road directly up to the foot of the Gadmer Dolomites within 10 

minutes. Gadmer Dolomites; this is made possible by the Tälli cable car. Everyone, young 

or old, will find their personal favourite spot there. Unique panoramic view from the Titlis to 

the Wetterhorn. Daily from 7.00 a.m. - 9.30 p.m. (self-drive) Adults CHF 6.00, children 

CHF 4.00 (price per ride). For further information, please visit www.grimselwelt.ch 
 

Massive waterfalls, romantic grottos, bizarre rock formations: Over thousands of years, 

glacial water has shaped and continues to shape a fantastic work of art out of rocks. A 

refreshing experience in the midst of a magnificent mountain world. 

Daily 09.00 am - 6.00 pm (in May and October open until 5.00 pm), adults CHF 10.00, 

children (6 - 16 years) CHF 5.00. For more information, visit www.rosenlauischlucht.ch 

 

Eye to eye with the wild stream and the mighty, 120 m high Reichenbach Falls, the 

nostalgia train rides upwards in its faithfully reproduced 24-place wooden carriage. Not far 

from the top station, three viewing terraces offer a breath-taking view of the waterfall and 

the Haslital.  

Daily from 09. 00 am - 05. 30 pm (last ascent is at 05. 45 pm). Adults one way  

CHF 8.00 / return CHF 12.00, children (6-15 years) one-way CHF 6.00 / return CHF 8.00.  

For further information, please visit www.grimselwelt.ch 
 

From mid-May, the mountain railways between Reuti - Mägisalp are in operation.  

Discover with the Meiringen - Hasliberg mountain railways a versatile world of experiences 

and a great summer hiking world. A magnificent view included. Treat yourself to a cosy 

stopover in one of the mountain restaurants.  

For further information, please visit www.meiringen-hasliberg.ch 
 

Along the hiking trail from the Bidmi middle station to the Reuti valley station, the ball track 

awaits you with 11 exciting and varied stations. The pure hiking time from Bidmi to Reuti is 

around one hour. You can buy the balls for CHF 3.00 each at all ticket offices of the 

mountain railways and at the Hotel Reuti. A new experience for young and old. For more 

information, visit www.meiringen-hasliberg.ch 

http://www.rosenlauischlucht.ch/


 

If you're looking for a thrill, you'll find it on the Gelmerbahn. A gradient of 106% makes it 

undisputedly the steepest open funicular in Europe. At the top, the turquoise-coloured 

Gelmer Lake beckons for a circular hike (no refreshments available) and, after a 4-hour 

hike (from June), the hospitality of the Gelmerhütte.  

Daily from 9.00 am - 4.00 pm. In July and August open until 17.00. Adults one-way CHF 

18.00 / return CHF 36.00, children one-way CHF 9.00 / return CHF 18.00.  

Early reservation is essential. For further information, please visit www.grimselwelt.ch 

Discover the wildly romantic Reichenbach Valley with its wonderful landscapes and sights 

now comfortably and inexpensively with the Postbus and a single ticket! Travel with the 

Postbus, admission to the Rosenlaui glacier gorge, travel with the Reichenbachfall cable 

car, admission to the old Schwarzwaldalp sawmill and, for refreshment, lunch in one of five 

restaurants on the route.  

For more information, please visit www.haslital.swiss 
 

The impressive sawmill with waterwheel drive was built in 1896 and regularly used for 

wood processing until the 1970s. Since summer 2000, the restored sawmill has been open 

to visitors. 

Daily from 9.30 am - 5 pm. Admission is free of charge. 

For further information, please call +41 33 971 35 15. 
 

In addition to a swimmer's and non-swimmer's pool, guests can enjoy two children's pools, 

a 68m-long water slide, table tennis tables, a table football game, a beach volleyball court, 

a football pitch and two diving towers. 

For more information, visit www.freizeitanlagen-meiringen.ch or Tel. +41 33 972 60 05 
 

Experience an unforgettable day at the Hasliberg bathing lake during the summer months. 

The Bistro Badesee offers culinary delights for young and old with the most beautiful 

mountain panorama on the Hasliberg. The smallest member of the Sinnvoll family 

welcomes you warmly. 

The Bistro Badesee is open from May to October in fine weather. In the high 

season/holiday season - daily / during the low season - weekend operation. 

For further information, please visit www.sinnvollgastro.ch/restaurants/badesee 
 

Discover the Pumptrack on the Hasliberg! The varied track offers an ideal training and 
leisure area for everyone who likes to be on wheels. Whether with BMX, skateboards, 
inline skates, mountain bikes or scooters - on all non-motorised vehicles you will find 
countless riding variations and always new challenges. Apart from a vehicle, all you need 
is the appropriate protective equipment to get started. Use of the Pumptrack is free of 
charge and at your own risk. The Pumptrack is located on the Grossenstein sports field at 
Hasliberg Goldern. From mid-April (depending on the weather) until the end of October, 
daily from morning until nightfall, you may enjoy the Pumptrack. 



Lake Engstlen 

 

Together with the local population, a cosy game was set up on the valley floor of  
Innertkirchen. Old machines and agricultural equipment were used to create 18 play 
stations - similar to mini-golf - approx. 6.5 km long. Brochures and clubs are available at 
the Hotel Hof & Post in Innertkirchen. Price: 1 club, ball and 1 brochure CHF 5.00 
Start at the Hotel Hof & Post, Tel. +41 33 971 19 51 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rosenlauital high moor in the direction of Grosse Scheidegg 

Aare Gorge Meiringen, Evening Mood 



The ‘KrimiSpass’ in Meiringen can be absolved by foot. The adventure can be played all 
year round and around the clock. Plan about two hours for the tour. The tour is available in 
English.  
For further information please visit our tourist center, www.haslital.swiss or  
call +41 33 972 50 50. 
 

At Funtenensee, a 4 km long circular trail awaits you with information boards that tell you 
secrets of the forest and floodplain inhabitants. The Nature Pearl Trail near Meiringen 
leads you to very special inhabitants in a forest. Not suitable with baby buggys. The 
appropriate flyer is available at the Tourist Centre or at the start. 
 

Learn interesting facts about historical and culinary specialities, Sherlock Holmes and 
much more on the guided village tour through Meiringen. Every Wednesday at 2.30 pm. 
Start at the Tourist Center Meiringen, duration approx. 1.5 hrs. Price CHF 5.00, free with 
the Haslital Tourist Card.  
Registration required by Wednesday, 10.00 a.m. at the Tourist Center +41 33 972 50 50.
 

All you need to participate is an internet-enabled smartphone. A virtual map will guide you 
to various posts. As soon as you are at the corresponding coordinates, the digital contents 
are shown on the cell phone display. There are various puzzles to solve at the stations. 
This game can be played in the whole Jungfrauregion. Further information is available at 
the tourist center or at jungfrauregion.swiss/smartrails. 
 

The Hasliberg offers an interesting settlement pattern that has grown over the centuries 
with numerous beautiful farmhouses, groups of buildings, gardens and old paths. For the 
approx. 2.5 h walk through the Hasliberg villages we recommend the brochure 
"Hasliberger Dorfweg". You can get it at the tourist center. 
 

Rest a little away from the hustle and bustle on the Twing (Hasliberg). 
Often on narrow paths, wander through secluded sections of forest. As it often runs in the 
forest, the path layout in a sunny location offers pleasant conditions even in summer. 
Beautiful viewpoints at the top of the rocky ridge. In the area of the walking park there is 
also a sports facility with pump track / climbing / ball games. Not suitable with the baby 
buggy on the rocky ridge. 
 

Explore Innertkirchen in the footsteps of Sämi the Mule Maker. At 20 stations you can 

answer questions and learn interesting facts. The flyer with the answers is available at the 

Tourist Center. The tour starts at the Tourist Center Grimseltor in Innertkirchen, duration 

approx. 2 ½ h. With the correct answer, each child receives a surprise at the Tourist 

Center Grimseltor.  

Further information is available at the Tourist Center Innertkirchen. 
 



The mountain village Guttannen invites to the Theme trail "The weather and us" with four 
information boards in the ground, 12 in Guttannen and three at the hand corner. Brochures 
are available at the Guttannen municipal administration and in the tourist centers. 
 

On the tracks of a mountain village with your smartphone. All you need for this digital 
voyage of discovery is a smartphone or tablet and the "Actionbound" app. On the tour 
through Guttannen you will be accompanied by a virtual guide (start "Prima" village store). 
You solve tricky tasks and learn more about the community through radio and television 
reports.  
Further information is available in the tourist center, at www.haslital.swiss or  
by +41 33 972 50 50. 
 

The nature trail brings you closer to the exciting connections between climate, man and 
natural hazards. The start of the nature trail is in the impressive avalanche bunker behind 
the Alpenrose restaurant in Obermaad (Gadmen). The trail continues over grazing 
meadows, through refreshingly cool mountain forests, along rushing streams and through 
the lovely village centers of Gadmen and Obermaad. The circular walk leads through six 
stations, has a length of 3 km and takes about 2 hours. 
For further information please visit www.sustenpass.ch or call +41 33 975 12 22. 
 

The lakeside path (not suitable for prams) leads along Lake Brienz from Iseltwald to the 
Giessbach Falls. Spectacular views of turquoise-blue Lake Brienz await along the way. 
The starting point is the idyllic village of Iseltwald. The trail is well signposted and leads 
through woods, across meadows and along the lake. Various (barbecue) spots invite you 
to linger along the way. The destination of the hike is the Giessbach/See boat station, 
where you can ideally combine an excursion to the Grandhotel Giessbach and the 
waterfalls.  

  

https://dict.leo.org/englisch-deutsch/scavenger
https://dict.leo.org/englisch-deutsch/hunt


The climbing and bouldering hall in the Haslital is the ideal addition to the outdoor climbing 

facilities. The hall is available to guests and local climbers as an alternative at any time in 

bad weather or during the winter season. Climbing and bouldering opportunities of various 

degrees of difficulty. Equipment is available in the adjacent tennis hall. 

For further information, please visit www.kletterhalle-haslital.ch 

Tennis and badminton bring the necessary momentum into your life. Two outdoor courts, 

three indoor courts and four badminton courts are at your disposal. You can take a little 

break in between in the cafeteria.  

For further information and enquiries about badminton, please call  

41 33 971 39 00. For reservations, please contact http://tennismeiringen.rsys.ch 
 

The Haslital Skatepark offers the opportunity to skateboard regardless of the season and 

weather. It consists of a miniramp, a London gap, a pyramid box with curb, several rails, 

ledges and curbs, a 3-step gap, a manual table and two quarter pipes/wall rides. 

Day admission CHF 5.00 per person. Admission is free with the Haslital Tourist Card. 
 

Treat your body after active exercise in the Haslital!  

Finnish sauna, steam sauna, bio sanarium, whirlpool, strength and fitness room, back 

training. Medical and sports massage by appointment.  

For further information and reservations, please call +41 33 971 22 00. 
 

The Meiringen indoor swimming pool has a swimming pool, a large non-swimmer's pool 

and heated lounging and seating steps. The water temperature is 28°C. 

Adults CHF 6.00, children (apprentices, students, military, AHV and IV) CHF 4.00. 

Admission free with the Haslital Tourist Card.  

For further information, please call +41 33 971 16 68. 
 

The Meiringen cinema offers its visitors a varied and worth seeing program of films 
throughout the year. 
The current cinema program is available in the tourist centres’, at www.kino-meiringen.ch 
or by calling +41 33 971 16 33. 
 

The Sherlock Mystery Room is located at the Alpencamping at the Brünigstrasse in 
Meiringen. Home of Holmes. They are looking forward to welcoming guests who love to 
play. With tricky and unusual tasks they offer detectives, from 10 to 99 the possibility to 
solve the case. The playing time is 60 minutes.  
For further information please visit www.alpencamping.ch or call +41 33 971 36 76. 
 



The colorful fabrics with their unmistakable patterns have been woven by hand in the 
Haslital since ancient times. They are created by people who are connected to the 
mountain world of the Haslital as if they were a piece of it. The influence of nature gives 
the products its power and charisma, which touch the hearts of people, over and over 
again. In addition to the hand-woven products, ‘Heimatwerk’ offers a wide range of 
carefully selected gift articles and souvenirs. 
For further information please visit www.heimatwerk-haslital.ch or call +41 33 971 33 76. 

 

You will learn and experience at first hand a lot of interesting facts from sheep breeding 

and husbandry to felting. You will be amazed at what wool has to offer.  

The guided tour starts at 9.30 am in the Wollreich Haslital, duration approx. 1h. Adults: 

CHF 15.00, with Tourist Card CHF 7.50, children CHF 10.00, with Tourist Card CHF 5.00.  

For registration or further information, please contact www.wollreich.ch or  

Tel. +41 33 971 84 88 
 

The facilities of Kraftwerke Oberhasli AG (KWO), form one of the most complex 

hydroelectric power systems in the Alps. The KWO offers you an exciting look into the 

world of hydropower. You have the opportunity to visit the power plant facilities by means 

of various guided tours. 

For further information, please visit: www.grimselwelt.ch or call +41 33 982 26 26. 
 

The 3D parcour with 28 animal pictures meets even high demands. In addition to archery, 
blowgun and crossbow can also be shot. The shooting range is covered. Overnight stay in 
a tipi, various children's programs and much more. Located between Meiringen and 
Brünigpass, 5 minutes’ walk from the parking lot.  
For further information please visit www.hasli-aktiv.ch or call +41 76 572 54 72. 

The world's only underground shooting facility with a 300 m shooting channel. Brünig 
Indoor is the Swiss competence centre for shooting. Anyone entering the Brünig Indoor 
Competence Centre is immediately fascinated by the unique underground ambience. 
Instead of the noise of shooting, you will meet helpful and knowledgeable staff in a quiet 
atmosphere. 
For further information, please visit www.bruenigindoor.ch or call +41 679 70 00. 

Who actually had the idea to carve a wooden cow and paint red spots on it? How did it 
become so popular around the world? How is the cute thing made and what does it mean 
that it is "handmade" and "sustainable"? Questions upon questions; which are answered 
on the experience tour. Sometimes analogue, sometimes digital. Exciting and varied. For 
young and old. On the tour through the world of experience, you can decide spontaneously 
whether you want to carve a wooden cow with your own hands
(from 12 years) or would like to become a master moo painter (children & adults).  
For more information, please visit www.trauffer.ch or call +41 33 952 15 00. 
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